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Market Comment:
Indices began the week with a fall as Belex15 dropped
0.65%. Had it not been for Komercijalna’s 7% slide (on 6
shares traded though), the index would have ended flat.
Equities generally traded very little, 6k of NIS shares is
practically accounted for half of equity volumes. A € 1.9m
trade of bonds lifted total volumes to 4 times the ytd
average.

Economy and Business:
IMF finalizing visit to Serbia, new precautionary agreement
possible only after talks begin with EU
Serbia may discuss a possible new precautionary loan agreement
with the IMF after the EU begins membership talks with Serbia,
Prime Minister Dacic said after meeting IMF officials yesterday.
IMF officials did not comment. The IMF is wrapping up their twoweek inspection mission in Serbia. Prime Minister Dacic is
counting on a sudden inflow of FDI’s after the date of accession
talks is granted, (decision date June 28th) which would then
reverse the negative trends throughout Serbia’s ailing economy.
The IMF will most likely be more cautious in their assessment, as
the fiscal consolidation did not prove successful; saving measures
are not deep enough and hikes in taxes implemented late in 2012
are just not yielding results as retail spending keeps falling. Serbia
has pledged to narrow the fiscal gap to 3.6% from 6.7% last year.
Minister of Economy Dinkic stated recently that the gap will be
4.5%, while economists agree that the current trend is more likely
to yield a full 5% deficit. Analyst: Ivan Radovic, (ivan.radovic@eurobank.rs, tel:
+381 11 3027 533)
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